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Bloomfield 

Stories 
It’s still about stories. 
Sometimes they come to us from 
readers who’ve found something in 
an earlier issue of Legacy that they 
can add to. 
You can do that by going to the 
Society website and either clicking 
on the Legacy tab at the top of the 
page  
 
or just using that little search box 
on the right side of the page. 
 
Sometimes a story comes from 
far away  — such as the one on 
page 3 about two wooden 
spoons which had been 
forgotten long ago and 
journeyed to Texas before 
returning to the little Cabin 
where they were originally 
found. 
A story can get complicated — but  
with the help of some dedicated 
local folks like Bill and Carol Olsen 

and Dave Leonard — can come out 
just right at the end. 
And sometimes a story is right there 
in front of us — but hidden behind 
a lot of greenery —  such as the one 
on Bloomfield Downs. 
 
History — especially local history — is 
made up of stories like these.  
It’s up to you to share them. 
   mfc 

Majestic – a Stove full of Community Stories 
History is made up of stories. Some really big ones – and some much smaller. This is one of 
the smaller ones. Sometimes even small stories can include a lot of characters — some, such as 
James Benjamin and Carl Barton, you already know. Others may be new — three generations 
of Olsens, Carl’s daughter Margie and Dave Leonard— but they all play important roles in our 
Bloomfield history.  

Back in the mid-to-late 1800s a family farm in 
Bloomfield acquired a new stove. The Majestic 
Stove, as it was called, burned wood, providing 
breakfasts, lunches and dinners for the farm 
family who lived off Adams Road between 
Wattles and Long Lake.  

By the early 1920s, the farm was supplying meat 
to a man named Will Olsen – whose new Meat 
Market had just opened on what is now Old 
Woodward near Maple. 

Will’s grandson Bill Olsen recounts, “The area 
farmers were his suppliers and he knew where 
and who to go to for fresh beef, pork, poultry, 
eggs, vegetables and fruits. By the late 1930’s  
my father Merritt had joined the business and 
continued with many of the same relationships 
until refrigeration and the FDA both began to 
challenge ‘home grown.’” 

As a result, The Stove’s farm diversified with a new, and extensive, apple orchard. It 
did well until WWII required many of the available farmhands who had spent 
summers and fall picking apples to instead make the world safe for democracy. That’s 
when noted businessman Carl O. Barton acquired the property – and its very 
productive apple trees – as an investment. 

(Stove Continued on page 3) 

  Bloomfield Downs Redux 
 

A bit of history has been preserved! 

A little gem of a home built in 1927 is shining brightly again thanks to three local 
families! The home was originally the model for an innovative development in the 
“Roaring ‘20s” called Bloomfield Downs. Located prominently on the south side of 
Long Lake Road east of Woodward in Bloomfield Hills, the home has been occupied  
by only two families in its 92 year history. When the home was offered for sale 
in 2017, brothers Paul and Pierre DePorre along with Matt Michalski saw an 
opportunity to preserve a bit of the past. They have recently completed a 
beautiful restoration of the home and converted it for use as office suites.  

(Bloomfield Downs  Continued on page 4) 
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Society member John Marshall tackles questions you asked 

Is it true that world famous sculptor Marshall Fredericks  
had a studio in Bloomfield Township? 

Yes, Marshall Fredericks made extensive use of two large buildings that were formerly part of the Walter O. Briggs 
estate in Bloomfield Township. In 1925 Walter O. Briggs purchased a large 146 acre parcel along the west side of 
Squirrel Road south of E. Long Lake Rd. on which he had constructed a large country estate that he named Walbri .  
In addition to the estate house, there were a number of significant outbuildings including a Stable with stalls for a dozen 
horses and a large Greenhouse. 

Marshall Fredericks’ original and primary studio was located in Royal Oak on the northwest corner of Woodward Ave. 
and Normandy Rd.. He acquired it in 1945 shortly after being discharged from the Army Air Corps. After more than a 
decade of work, there was a need for much more space to support his many projects. The Briggs Stable and Greenhouse 
provided this much needed extra space to create, secure, restore, and protect the sculpture models. 

Briggs had owned the Walbri estate until his death in 1952. In 1958 his heirs sold four adjacent lots at the north end of 
the former estate to Fredericks. These lots were special because they contained the Stable, the commercial-sized Lutton 
Solar Greenhouse, as well as an ice house, pump house, and boat house with apartment above. 

The deed to these lots 
stated that the buildings 
on his lots could be 
“used for residential 
purposes and/or for 
operation of a studio for 
sculpturing.”  
 
 
 

Fredericks made use of both the Stable and the Greenhouse as an adjunct to his main studio for 40 years.  

For much of his career Fredericks employed studio assistants. In 1990 Scott Slocum, one of his assistants, began living 
on-site in the former grooms’ quarters of the Walbri Stable. He continued living there for the next 21 years until 2011. 
His  primary task was the fabrication of the models for new sculptures. These models were usually made up of several 
sections of clay on wood frames (many very large). The clay “master” was used to create a plaster (positive) model in a 
two-step process. The plaster (casting) model was then sent to one of several foundries at which the molten bronze was 
ultimately poured into the sand molds formed using the plaster casting. 

The twelve stalls in the Stable were used 
primarily as an area to store the plaster 
masters and some bronze castings. The 
Greenhouse was used as a studio (or 
workshop) where the enlarged models were 
fashioned from an original smaller model.  

In the early 1980s a plan emerged to create a 
permanent exhibit of Marshall Fredericks 
works on the grounds of Saginaw Valley State 
University. For the most part, items stored 

and displayed would be the plaster castings and other models from which the bronze castings were made.  
Slocum supervised the transport of the plaster models from the Stable to the museum gallery at SVSU. By the opening 
of the Sculpture Museum in 1988 more than 200 models as well as some finished bronze figures had been installed in 
the Gallery. In 1994 Fredericks donated the rest of his extensive collection.  

Fredericks died in 1998 while still actively involved at his studios in making plans for future projects. He owned the 
Stable and Greenhouse for 40 years, much longer than Walter O. Briggs had. Eventually, Fredericks’ Estate sold the 
four lots and buildings to a new buyer in 2014. Work is being done by this current owner to restore and preserve the 
Stable and Greenhouse. 

Inside The Stable Inside The Greenhouse 

The Stable at Walbri The Greenhouse at Walbri 
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When Nature gives you apples it’s time to make applesauce. 
Back to Will Olsen for a moment. Grandson Bill says that Will, an active member of the First Baptist Church in 
Birmingham, was instrumental “in 1924 in starting the Detroit Baptist Children’s Home [now the Judson Center]. 
He was on the original Board of Directors and generally supported the fledgling orphanage however he could.” 

Margie Barton, one of Carl’s daughters, begins to weave together the story of the orchard her dad had acquired, 
complete with its lack of farmhands, with the Orphanage. “I well remember Dad worrying about all those apples 

going to waste, as it was war-time, labor was hard to get and 
expensive, and he didn’t want the trees to suffer with no spray 
to keep the bugs at bay, so calling a church to come and pick 
would be exactly what Dad would do.” 

Bill Olsen picks up the thread. “When offered apples free-for-
the-picking, Will rallied church members to GO! pick the 
apples and get them cooked into applesauce and canned -- 
hundreds of quarts – for the Children’s Home. This went on 
during the War Years.” 

Eventually the farmhouse that housed the stove was remodeled, and the old wood-burning antique was not part of 
the plan. So, “It was given to my father to preserve,“ Bill Olsen explains. It was a natural fit for Olsen’s Meat Market. 

The Stove comes home to a farm again. 
In the 1970s, when the meat market closed, the stove went home with Bill Olsen. After years of its being “another 
kitchen counter” Bill began thinking about an additional – and hopefully final – move for The Stove. 

He learned that Carl Barton’s own home, an original Greek Revival built by James Benjamin in the 1840s, had been 
moved to the Bloomfield Hills Schools’ Bowers Farm. And, that members of Preservation Bloomfield and the 
Bloomfield Historical Society were searching for items to interpret the front rooms of the House to tell the story of 
life in rural Bloomfield in the mid-1800s — all while providing a spot for meetings and community gatherings.  

The destination for a “final move” was at hand. Bill Olsen offered The Stove! 

Dave Leonard, a neighbor of the Bowers Farm, added to the 
plan. His family business, founded in 1880, is multi-generational 
— as was Olsen’s. Dave offered to have Leonard Brothers 
transport The Stove to the Barton House.  

And that’s where our very Majestic Stove sits today.  
 

(Stove — Continued from page 1) 

When Laurel and Hardy lived in the Craig Log Cabin  
Laurel and Hardy, two black-and-white cats, discouraged both the raccoon who 
was known to invade the Cabin loft as well as other small critters. 

This is just one of the stories Katy Koch Brank recently shared with us. Katy, 
who describes herself as “a sentimental child” came from Texas with her 
husband David and children Charlie (5) and Esther (2) to visit the Craig Log 
Cabin where her parents lived as newlyweds. Her mother, Sally, had grown up 
in Birmingham and met her father Fred Koch while they were students at 
Michigan State. We have known about Sally and Fred from an article in the 
Oakland Press August 5, 1972 in which they described their life in the Cabin. 
At the time (1972-1976) the Cabin consisted of the original 18 by 24-foot log 
home and a later shed-roof addition with kitchen, bedroom, bath and porch.  

Sally and Fred enjoyed creating a “settlers weekend” for visiting nieces. They would build an outdoor fire, fetch water 
from Sodon Lake and “hunt” for food to cook on the fire – all the while keeping a wary eye out for wandering  
Native Americans. 

Katy brought these stories as well as photos, letters and two wooden spoons which her 
mother had uncovered while working on the Cabin, adding another personal connection 
to the legacy of the Craig Log Cabin. 
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Bloomfield Downs - How it started and ended 

Thanks to Bloomfield Historical Society members, the origins of the home and the intended 
development were uncovered. In the 1920s, developer Edward Butler laid plans for an 
intimate 16 acre development with 48 English style cottage homes. He called it Bloomfield 
Downs. The smaller homes on smaller lots were meant to appeal to those without the time 
or means to care for the larger estates typical of Bloomfield Hills, then still a village.  

Butler teamed with developers Manly 
Davis and William Barbour. The team 
also included J. Ivan Dice architect,  
A. W. Dorgan, landscape architect and 
builder Frank Couzens. 

The development’s prospects seemed 
promising, offering an opportunity to 
own a smaller, more affordable and 
manageable home in the heart of the 
burgeoning Bloomfield Hills. 
However, like many of the best laid 
plans of the era, the project sputtered 
and died as a result of the  
Great Depression. Although only 
three of the 48 homes were ever built, 
all three are still standing and in use.  

Two families saw an opportunity for preservation 

Attorney Paul DePorre, his veterinarian brother Pierre and builder Matt Michalski saw an 
opportunity to preserve the beautifully 
constructed, one-of-a-kind building. While 
other interested buyers were only interested 
in the land, the three partners knew that 
saving the home would be personally 
satisfying, benefit the community, and make 
business sense as well. The city of 
Bloomfield Hills also saw the importance of 
preserving the building and provided 
guidance as the project moved forward.  

Having been occupied by only two families 
over its long history, the home was 
remarkably unaltered and was structurally sound. Still, the challenge of addressing a leaking 
slate roof, updating the mechanicals, and weatherproofing the nine decades-old building 
could be aggravating! That’s where partner Matt Michalski’s talents as a true craftsman 
shone. He did much of the work himself and was able to find skilled craftsmen for the work 
he couldn’t do. That included repairing the slate roof, extensive copper work and chimney 
repair. 
As the overgrown trees and vegetation that had long obscured the view of the building from 
Long Lake Road were removed, the progress on the building caught the attention of the 
community. People would often stop to chat and admire the building and progress being 
made. That only fueled the enthusiasm and resolve of the three partners. 

Future plans 

As they tie up the final loose ends, the partners’ immediate goal is to find office tenants that 
will appreciate working within the unique history and beauty of the building. The slate 
roofing contractor commented that the roof is good for another hundred years, so there is 
every reason to believe that the little gem of a home will be an asset enjoyed by the 
community for quite some time.   

(Bloomfield Downs Continued from page 1) 

The Bloomfield Historical 
Society is dedicated to  
fostering an appreciation of  
the rich history of the 
Bloomfield area by  
identifying, promoting and 
conserving our heritage.  
We encourage research to 
educate and engage all 
generations. 

 
Architect’s rendering of the house in 1927 

The house in Spring 2019 


